
Who Let the Gods Out? Chapters 27-28                                                                   Date: 21st of June 2020

Chapter 27- Snordlesnot

Vocabulary

Inference Why is Josie so upset when they find her? Is Zeus mad at Elliot for going to Thanatos?  

Why is Virgo so mad at Charon? Why does Virgo use her constellation? Do you think it was 
the right decision? Virgo tells the council that their rules suck. What does this tell you about 
how her character has changed?

Predict Based on the title of the chapter, whom might it be about? 

Explain Explain why the wishing pearl wouldn’t be a good way to get Elliot home.. 

Retrieve Who has a good way to find Elliot? What is it? Where was Josie? How does Virgo get to the 
Underworld? Why does it take so long? How long does Charon predict Elliot has to survive? 
Why is this a problem? How do the Olympians get the water out of Elliot? Which member of 
the council leads the call to Virgo? 

Summarise Summarise why Virgo has been stripped of her powers and explain whether you believe it was 
the right decision by the council. 

Chapter 28- Testing Times

Vocabulary Why are the students around the board, ‘pale’? 
Why is there an ‘anxious silence’ in the kitchen? 
Why does Elliot need to teach the Olympians the word ‘subtle’? 

Inference Why was the wishing pearl confiscated? Why did Elliot barely sleep on Wednesday? Were the 
exams Elliot’s biggest worry? 
Why is Virgo struggling with life?  
Why does Elliot wish Boil a Merry Christmas? 

Predict Read up to ‘ ‘Snordlesnot’ they chimed in unison. ‘ Predict what happens next. 

Explain Explain why Elliot did so well in his exams. 

Retrieve When are the Brysmore exams? 

How did Elliot prepare for the exams? 

What does Aphrodite drive? 

How does Elliot do in his exams? What does he score best in? How do the Olympians reward 

Elliot’s achievements? 

Summarise Summarise the events of this chapter in three sentences. 


